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Foreword
Thank you for purchasing our product. Before using it please read the manual to identify the functions 
and correct operation of your system.

Other

Technical Parameters

1. All the fog machine will be water vapor condenses around the nozzle or moisture because of 
condensation.
2. All fog machine will be a small amount of smoke emitted during in use or after stopping occasionally.
3. All fog machine has a cycle, the temperature drops to the lowest point, the pump is automatically 
shut down and start heating. When warming up is complete, the state will revert to smoke.
Note:  First preheating time is about 2 minutes to 2 minutes and 30 seconds
First fog output time is about 21 seconds to 25 seconds
The second preheating time is about 40 seconds
The second fog output time is about 23 seconds to 25 seconds

Voltage: 127V, 60HZ
Power consumption: 400W
Output: 10000 cuft./min
Warm up time: 2Min-2Min 30Sce
Liquid tank: 0.3 L
Control Mode: Wired Controller
Size: 30x17.5x15.5cm
Weight: 2KG

Guidance 
1. Unpack the box after receiving your new fog machine, check the products, if damaged or missing parts, 
please contact your supplier. Before turning fog machine, please check whether the local power supply 
voltage matches the rated voltage , and the power supply should have a ground wire connected to the 
power outlet, connect the power cord plugged into a power outlet and turn on the power switch of the 
rear panel, then the machine into working state.
2. Laid flat the machine, open the tank and pour the liquid into it then tighten the lit.
3. Connect the controllers with the fog machine, then you can control the fog machine by the controllers.
4. Pay particular attention on the front of the machine, do not leave any residual stuff on the nozzle to 
prevent clogging it.

1. This fog machine should be used in dry area and note that the fog machine should be safe ground. 
Please avoid any water or rain fall into the machines, if water and rain fall in, please turn off the power 
immediately. It should be installed in a well-cooling room, and at least keep 20CM space around it. Keep 
far away from children, fire,explosive and flammable things, and away from flammable materials.
2. Do not spray directly to people.
3. At the first time use, some water spray out is normal.
4. Please add the liquid when it going to runs out, if no liquid inside the tank and still working, the pump 
and the heater will be damaged. Please disconnect the power supply when you add the liquid, to avoid 
the liquid spill out and cause short circuit.
5. Under no circumstances, please do not let the machine keep working, children do not move. Don’t add 
flammable liquids, such as oil, gas and spices.
6. When the machine is working, do not touch the wires to avoid electric shock.
7. Unplug when it is not used.

Common faults and maintenance issues
1. Poor smoke liquid can cause blockage, it is recommended to use high purity good quality smoke fluid.
2. The machine might be blocked due to high concentration fluid, not clean fluid or overheat, so regular 
care and maintenance can ensure long-term use. After using for 40 hours, it is recommend to use 80% 
distilled water and 20% white vinegar to remove the accumulated impurities inside the heat pipe, as 
following:
(1). Washing the pipe in the tank and the filter head.
(2). Pour out the smoke fluid, replacing the leaning liquid (80% distilled water and 20% white vinegar), turn 
on the power, keep it operating till the cleaning liquid runs out.
3. If the output become to small, or pump noise or it can’t spray, please cut off the power supply and 
check the volume of the fluid inside the tank, fuse, connection of control box. If everything is normal, 
please connect the power supply again and connect control box, then check weather the fluid can 
through the pipe. If you still can not resolve the problem, please contact your dealer for maintenance.

Notice


